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Theory

Revolutionary Theory


See also items 13, 169.
Entries 9-12

Setting of Unconventional Warfare


See also items 23, 38, 42, 68, 70, 73, 89, 93, 95, 100, 114, 133, 135, 138, 144, 204, 212.
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Entries 13-16

Strategy

Non-Communist

See item 75.

Communist (Military and Political, National and International)


20. Legut, Colin. "Vietin's strategic Priorities," AFRICA REPORT, 16 (Jan 1965), 19-21. Ill. Chinese agents operating from Dar-es-Salaam openly offer support to radical elements in Africa. All rebel groups in the Congo (L) now accept their aid; but nationalists in Mozambique and Angola have rejected it.


31. Competing with Moscow, the Chinese Communists have bolstered their claim to leadership of world communism by supporting insurrencies in such countries as Cuba, Indochina, Vietnam, and Laos.


25. Oka, Takashi. "Red Thrust in Vietnam Hints New Phase," THE (Boston) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 57 (Jan 11, 1965). I. Viet Cong-Soviet troop clashes at Binh Gia, in which a guerrilla leader was reportedly killed, have provoked speculation that Communists are experimenting with large-scale tactics. Viet Cong weapons and effectiveness are noted.


28. "300 Red Chinese Agents Active in Africa Today," FREE CHINA WEEKLY, 3 (Mar 21, 1965), 2. By training Africans in guerrilla warfare, agents further Chinese goal of subverting Tanzania and S. Africa. This is a very brief article with an anti-Communist slant.

29. Van Ness, Peter. "Ascent on Underdevelopment," FAR EASTERN COMINIC REVIEW, 47 (Feb 25, 1965), 339. III. Peking's foreign policy appeals to nations interested in a rearrangement of the U.S.-dominated international power structure. Policy now includes support for rebels in Laos, Vietnam, Congo (L), and the portuguese african dependencies.


31. Yinz, Y.L. "The Chinese Communists in Southeast Asia," FREE CHINA & ASIA, 11 (Nov 1964), 11-'5. This is an anti-Communist propaganda summary of Chinese Communist tactics against countries of SE Asia, including aid to guerrilla offensives within and against Vietnam, Laos, and Malaysia.

See also items 3, 5, 7, 11, 72, 74-75, 82, 132, 137, 143-44, 151, 161, 164, 167, 192, 203, 206, 209, 224.
Entries 32-34

Legality

General

See items 103, 183, 192, 195, 214.

Administrative Matters

Organization

32. Bjelajac, Slavko N. "Principles of Counterinsurgency," ORBI, 8 (Fall 1964), 655-69. Chart. "The structure of a revolutionary movement can be compared to a pyramidal iceberg, the bulk of which lies submerged with only its peak visible." Vietnam and Algeria are examples of insurrections supported by invisible networks of civilians.

33. "Portuguese Overseas Provinces," FBIS DAILY REPORT: MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA & WEST EUROPE, (Mar 23, 1964), 119. OPLUSA. According to broadcasts, OAU has rejected FLING and recognized PAIGC as the only nationalist independence movement in Portuguese Guinea and the Cape Verde Islands. FR: LISU in Mozambique claims a successful ambush of Portuguese troops.

34. Van Den Bergh, Pierre L. "The Role of the Army in Contemporary Africa," AFRICA REPORT, 10 (Mar 1965), 12-17. III. Sociologist discusses six types of military organization. The "revolutionary citizen army," egalitarian and fairly non-professional, describes insurgent armies in Kenya, Algeria, and Angola.

See also items 13, 23, 47, 53, 68, 70, 73, 75, 78, 83, 88, 95, 100, 102, 105-06, 111, 129, 131, 134, 138, 144, 155, 164, 167, 172, 190, 194, 197-98, 204, 206-07, 212, 222-23.
Recruitment and Leadership

35. Leneyel, Emil. *FROM PRISON TO POWER*. Chicago: Follett, 1964. 367pp. Ill. ind. Historian detained 2 yrs in a Siberian prison camp profiles nationalist leaders who were affected by lengthy prison terms--Ahmed ben Bella, Algeria; Jomo Kenyatta, Kenya; Habib Bourguiba, Tunisia; Sukarno, Indonesia; Nazarios, Cyprus; and Janos Kadar, Hungary.


37. "Paraguay: 62 Youths Have Gone for Training to Cuba," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Jan 15, 1965), ssssl. OFLUS. The Interior Ministry at Asuncion denounces the recruitment of "youths and children" to go to Cuba for training in sabotage and terrorism. A seven-year-old boy and a twelve-year-old boy, both identified, were among the recruits.


See also items 68, 73, 77, 89, 103, 189, 193, 216, 223.

Training, Morale, Discipline

See items 47, 73, 92, 101, 129, 139, 144, 150, 158, 188, 194, 212, 214-15.

Logistics (Supply, Production, Transportation, Communications)

40. "The Conco Imports of Trouble," TIME, 85 (Jan 15, 1965), 29-30. War. State. "Every Simba in the north seems to have a new gun now." Shipments of arms from Russia, China, Algeria, and Egypt are reaching rebel troops via three routes--through Brazzaville, the Sudan, and Uganda. A motorized column of mercenaries encountered an ambush.


42. Lukas, J. Anthony. "Sultan Reroutes Arms for Conco," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Jan 31, 1965), 9. The Sultan Govt attempts to keep weapons from reaching Sudanese rebels by shipping them through Uganda to Conco (L). Tribal hostility between Conco and Sudanese rebels makes Khartoum willing to supply rebels in the Congo.


45. Topping, Seymour. "Vietcong Tax Raises Reported to be Stirring Peasants' Anger." THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 13, 1965), 3. Insurgents have levied 25 percent increases in taxes on rice harvests in order to support larger military forces. Peasants have been angry, but compliant, about this measure.

46. "U.S. Intelligence Says Aid May Be Old Vietcong Method," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 22, 1965), 2. Map. An empty Japanese freighter searched by a S. Vietnamese patrol and other craft sighted off the Vietnamese coast may be bearers of supplies to Viet Cong guerrillas in S. Vietnam. This is a very brief AP dispatch of Feb 21.

Guerrilla Relations With Population

See items 23, 54, 64, 79, 102, 116, 120, 126, 144, 149, 223.

Intelligence, Counterintelligence, Security Measures

See items 54, 71, 115, 144, 152

External Support Force Problems


See also item 86.

Unconventional Warfare Operations

Terrain Factors


See also items 73, 144
Subversion


See also items 69, 110, 130, 144, 182, 190, 193, 220.

Ambush

51. Lelyveld, Joseph. "Abu, the Convo: Ambush on the Prince of Rebellion," IHE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 12, 1965), 8. Isolated ambushes, such as the one described in this UPI dispatch, indicate that, though apparently inactive, rebels have improved their accuracy with mortars.

See also items 33, 40, 61, 67, 71, 81, 91, 94, 115, 138, 144, 178, 184, 194, 196, 202.
Other Offensive Operations

52. "Soc Trang Shelling Follows Pleiku At-
tack," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb
9, 1965), BBB7. Peking NCNA International
Service comments in English that the
latest South Vietnamese Liberation Force
shellIng of the U.S. helicopter base at
Soc Trang is the third since Sept 1964.
U.S.-Vietnamese casualties are noted.

THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 9, 1965).
12. Article contains casualty figures
and brief description of the guerrilla
night attack on U. S. headquarters and
airfield at Pleiku. Notation is made of
the numerical strengths usually found
in Viet Cong platoons, companies,
batteries, and regiments.

54. "Viet Cong Describes October Bien Hoa
Attack," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East,
(Feb 10, 1965), kkk1-4. "Huynh Dinh"
tells Wilfred Burchett, Australian pro-
Communist journalist, about the attack
he led against the air base at Bien Hoa,
S. Vietnam, on Oct 31, 1964. Tactical
planning, intelligence, and local coop-
eration ensured success of operation.

55. "Vietnam Developments Continue to Iri-
tate U.S.: Viet Cong Activity," FBIS
DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb 24, 1965),
BBB2. According to Peking NCNA Interna-
tional Service broadcast, the South
Vietnam Liberation Army routed two
"puppet battalions," attacked two out-
posts, and shelled two others, killing
Vietnamese troops and a U.S. advisor.
Entries 56-59


See also items 72-74, 119, 123, 144, 153, 155, 158, 169-70, 172, 181, 196, 205.

Terrorism


58. Lanseth, Jack. "Rubble of Barracks in Quinchon Sifted for 21 Still Buried," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 1/4 (Feb 12, 1965), 1, 12. A U.S. aircraft repairman in Vietnam who survived the terrorist attack on the "Viet Cong Hotel" gives his version of the event. Note is made of attacks near- by and of foiled VC attempt to return to the scene by junk.


See also items 64, 76, 95, 110, 114, 134, 144-45, 149, 155, 201-02, 223.
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Operational Effectiveness Statistics

60. Baldwin, Hanson. "U.S. Losses and Morale." THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 18, 1965). Losses inflicted on French in Indochina and have been less detrimental to troop morale. Vietminh/Viet Cong effectiveness is shown in losses inflicted on French/U.S. forces.
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Psychological Operations


66. Topping, Seymour. "New Blows at U.S. Vowed by Vietcong," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 13, 1965), 1, 6. Following U.S. raids on N. Vietnam, the Viet Cong radio called for intensive anti-U.S. actions to make "United States imperialists pay more blood debts." The Viet Cong attack at Quinhon is noted.

See also items 98, 124, 144, 185, 188, 204, 221, 223, 225.
Defensive Measures

67. "Liberation Forces Annihilate Two Companies," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb 12, 1965), JJJ1H. Hanoi International Service notes that Viet Cong set up a fire and smoke screen between themselves and the S. Vietnamese "puppet paratroopers" whom they ambushed on Feb 10 in Binh Gia, Baria Province. A number of helicopters were shot down.

See also items 70, 144, 179, 199.

Evasion and Escape

See item 144.
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Pre-World War II Experience

China

See item 39.

Dominican Republic

See item 217.

Germany

See items 7, 13.

Haiti


India

Entries 70-71

Philippines

See item 10.

Russia

See items 7, 13.

Upper Volta


World War II Experience

In Areas of Japanese Occupation

China

In Areas of German Occupation

Poland

See item 73.

Soviet Union

72. Ponomarenko, (Lt Gen) Bateleivich. "Guerrilla warfare," SOVIET LIFE, 5 (May 1965), 12-13. Ill. Former Chief of Central Partisan Headquarters uses statistics to illustrate this review of partisan successes in Russia in WWII. Targets were Nazi transportation, punitive squads, and attempts to utilize Soviet oil, timber, and farm productivity.

73. Werth, Alexander. RUSSIA AT WAR 1941-1945. New York: Dutton, 1964. xxv, 1100 pp. maps, bibl., ind. SUNDAY TIMES (London) correspondent in Russia during entire war pictures Russian attitudes toward Russia, Stalin, Germany, West. Partisan war was governed by availability of arms and severity of German measures. Polish resistance is discussed.

Spain

Yugoslavia

See items 9, 13.

Post-World War II Experience

Africa

Algeria


See also items 13-14, 16, 18, 32, 34-35, 174.

Angola

78. "West Africa: Angola," AFRICA DIGEST, 12 (Apr 1965), 136-37. The guerrilla insurgency has failed to emerge from its reorganization phase. The MPLA-UPA rift reopened after OAU decided again to recognize MPLA; it had previously favored only UPA.

See also items 20, 29, 34, 97.

Cameroun

See items 13, 21.

Congo (Leopoldville and Brazzaville)

79. "The African War," THE CONCISE, 214 (Jan 2, 1965), 16-17. Intervention in the Congo is creating a civil war with world war potential. Egypt and Algeria arm rebel elements; Govt leader Tshombe's introduction of white mercenaries to fight rebels has caused a breakdown in rebel leniency toward non-combatant foreigners.

80. "Aid Reported for Congolese Troops," THE (Boston) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 57 (Jan 18, 1965), 5. At recent negotiations in Cairo and Algiers, Congo (L) rebels were promised weapons and financial assistance from the Algerian and Egyptian Governments.

82. Clos, Max. "The Chinese Role in the Congo: Fact or Fiction?" AFRICA REPORT, 10 (Jan 1965), 18-19. Although the rebel government is "African," not Communist, it shows influence of Chinese agents who encourage fetishism and the un-African use of tribunals to judge and execute "traitors" to the rebel movement.

83. "Congo (Leopoldville)," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Middle East, Africa & West Europe, (Mar 12, 1965), 112-13. OFLUS. According to Leopoldville Congo Domestic Service broadcast, "revolutionary" leaders are to meet in Cairo on Mar 15 to form a "revolutionary council and political bureau" to unify the various rebel elements within the Congo.

84. "Congo (Leopoldville)," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Middle East, Africa & West Europe, (Mar 25, 1965), 116-17. OFLUS. A former liaison officer of the rebel Congolese People's Army, Maj Grecoire Mokaya, told reporters of the desertion of Simbas, the refusal of civilians to support the rebels, and rifts among the CPA leaders.

85. "Congo Liberation Army Captures Several Towns," FBI: DAILY REPORT: USSR & East Europe, (Jan 25, 1965), 119-10. Rebel troops are holding Ishombe's troops on the defensive in several parts of Congo (L). Rebel capture of weapons, casualties of gov't troops, and popular support of rebels is noted in Moscow Domestic Service broadcast summary.

86. "Congo May See African 'Insiders'," THE (Boston) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.MONITOR, 57 (Apr 4, 1965), 2. Within the organization for African unity, there are "moderates" who favor arms and technician aid to rebels in Congo (L) and "militants" who talk of sending troops into that country.
87. "Counterrevolutionists Apprehended During Act," FBI DAILY REPORT: MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA & WEST EUROPE, (Feb 17, 1967), 126-27. OFUSK. Two motorcyclists were caught distributing anti-host pamphlets in outlying districts of Brazzaville, Congo (B). They said the pamphlet activity was financed by two priests.

88. Garrison, Lloyd. "Arms Cross Lake to Congo Rebels," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 20, 1967), 7. According to correspondent in Bujumbura, Burundi, the Committee of National Liberation moved from Brazzaville to Khartoum and Sanaa. Rebels abandoned the Tanzanian training camp in Congo (B), a base for raids into western Congo (L).


90. Lelyveld, Joseph. "Congo Rebels Down But Not Out," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 4, 1967), 1-4. The absence of resistance to a recent host military campaign into the eastern Congo brings into question the likelihood of further guerrilla war. Since large arms supplies are still in the possession of tribesmen, a resurgence of rebellion is probable.

91. Lelyveld, Joseph. "Rebels Reported Using Congo Gold," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 2, 1967), 1, 7. Map. Correspondent in Leopoldville reports that rebels are thought to have taken over $1 million in gold bars from stockpiles in the Moto-Kilo mines in northeastern Congo (L). Two host columns were ambushed by rebels along the Itimbiri River.
92. Lelyveld, Joseph. "War Is Indecisive in Eastern Congo," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 20, 1966), 6. Map. Correspondent in Leopoldville reports on military stalemate. Although insurgents have obtained sizeable quantities of weapons—via routes through Sudan, Uganda, and Tanzania—they have failed as yet to undertake strategic offensive.

93. Lemarchand, René. POLITICAL AWAKENING IN THE BELGIAN CONGO. Berkeley: Univ of California Press, 1964. x, 357pp. Ill., maps, app., notes, ind., tables. The development of current political parties was influenced by colonial and pre-colonial factors. Study provides background material on present instability in the Congo (L).


96. Markowitz, Marvin S. and Herbert F. Weiss. "Rebellion in the Congo," CURRENT HISTORY, 46 (Apr 1965), 213-14, 244. Map. Political developments since 1960 produced revolutionary conditions in rural areas. Although rebels at first saw whites as neutral, they took and murdered "hostages" as troops and planes advanced on rebel capital.

98. "Revolutionaries Boycott Tshombe Elections," FBIS DAILY REPORT: USSR & East Europe," (Mar 5, 1965), bbl6. This is a summary of a Moscow Domestic Service broadcast on the progress of the revolution in the Congo hinterlands. A boycott of Tshombe-sponsored elections, a rebel psychological operation, is said to have been effective.

99. "Tshombe's Loose Hold," THE ECONOMIST, 214 (Jan 16, 1965), 209. Instability in western and northeastern Congo (L) have evidently caused Tshombe's govt to postpone elections. Briefly noted in summary of Congo situation is presence of insurgent training camp at Kivu.

See also items 13, 16, 20-21, 29-30, 40, 42, 51.

Egypt

See items 13, 18.

Ghana

See items 13, 21.

Guinea

See items 13, 21.
Kenya

See items 34-35.

Mali


Morocco

See items 13, 18.

Mozambique

101. "Mozambique," AFRICA DIGEST, 12 (Dec 1964), 76-77. According to British newspapers, insurgents undertook an offensive on Sept 24 to free Mozambique from its Portuguese government. Insurgents were trained in Algeria, Egypt, and elsewhere in Africa.

See also items 20, 29-30, 33, 97.
Niger

102. "Peking's Campaign Stumbles in Niger," THE BOSTON CHRI

TIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 57 (Feb 9, 1965), 2. Map. Djibo Bokary and 150 Chinese-trained Niger exiles invaded Niger, were ill received by supposedly friendly Haoussa tribesmen, and suffered defeat at the hands of the Niger Army.

See also item 11.

Northern Rhodesia

103. "Libertarian Trophetics Alice Lenchina--

Or Maximum Extension of the Principle of Religious Freedom and Tolerance," PLACE PLANS, (Jan 1965), 8-9. In 1957 Alice Lenchina founded a sect which forbade certain behavior. According to article, the sect undertook morally just action when it resorted to arms to defend itself vs. govt of N. Rhodesia.
Portuguese Guinea


105. "West Africa: Guinea, Portuguese," AFRI-CA DIGEST, 12 (Apr 1964), 141. This is a report on insurgency in Port. Guinea and Cape Verde Islands. PAIGC detachments overwhelmed Port. garrisons in Dec 1964; in Feb 1964 Sixth Conference General established organization to unify guerrillas and took measures to expedite food production.

See also items 29, 33.

Rwanda

See item 11.

Senegal

See item 11.

Tanzania

See item 28.

Tunisia

See items 18, 35.

Union of South Africa

See item 28.
Asia

Brunei

See item 131.

Burma


See also items 13, 23, 26.
Cambodia

See items 13, 24, 26.

Ceylon

See items 13, 26.

Communist-China


111. Snow, Edgar. "Interview with Mao," THE NEW REPUBLIC, 153 (Feb 27, 1965), 17-23. This is an experienced China Correspondent's account of his four-hour interview with the aging Chinese leader. In a wide-ranging discussion, Chinese and Vietnamese revolutions were compared with respect to insurgent strength and indirect aid from the United States.

See also item 7.
India

112. "Naga Rebels Supplied with Arms by Pakistan," FBIS DAILY REPORT: MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA, & WEST EUROPE, (Feb 17, 1965). Anwar Harwani, member of a parliamentary delegation to Nagaland, said he saw Naga insurgents carrying Pakistan-supplied weapons. According to "reliable authority" many Naga recently went to Pakistan for military training.

See also items 13, 26.

Indochina


See also items 4, 10, 13-14, 22, 24, 36, 38, 60.

Indonesia

See items 7, 13, 23, 26, 35-36.

Japan

See items 3, 13, 26.
Korea


See also item 13.

Laos

115. Bowron, Arthur J. "Neutralization Experiment in Laos," CURRENT HISTORY, 48 (Feb 1965), 89-94. U.S. must be ready to apply effective sanctions to enforce neutralization agreements. Communist guerrillas, allowed to remain in 1952, have since strengthened grassroots control by organizing local administration and education.
117. Finney, John *. "Red Laos Build-up Stirs U.S. Concern." THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Jan 23, 1965), 2. The author feels that the recent infiltration of N. Vietnamese troops into Laos does not presage a large-scale Communist offensive in that area. Briefly noted are Hanoi's supply of guerrillas in S. Vietnam and transportation of infiltrators into Laos.

118. "Laos," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Mar 12, 1966), pppl-4. Two convoys of trucks were seen by a "source in Kham-mouane" carrying supplies to "Vietminh" forces in Laos. The presence of a Red Chinese battalion was noted. See pp. pppl-3.


120. "Laos," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Mar 17, 1966), pppl-5. Military activities of MLHX Armed Forces and government defections to MLHX are noted; MLHX educational program in "liberated areas" is described in two Peking NBCNA International Service broadcasts.


123. "Laos: Vientiane Report on Recent Military Activity." FBIS DAILY REPORT: (Jan 26, 1965), ppp1-3. Detailed summary of govt and "Lao-Viet" troop movements and clashes, Jan 6-11, is derived from communiques of the Directorate of Psychological Warfare, General Staff of Natl Armed forces. Rebel troops and weapons are numerically depicted.


126. Warner, Denis. "Our Secret War in Laos." THE REPORTER, 35 (Apr 22, 1965), 23-26. III. Prince Souvanna Phouma has become a "hawk" in favor of U.S. prosecution of counterinsurgence war, except for Kha tribesmen near Ho Chi Minh trail, who are firmly committed to rebels, inhabitants are emigrating from Pathet Lao-controlled areas.

See also items 12-14, 16, 22, 24, 26, 29, 31, 64.
Malaya and Malaysia


130. Hughes, John. "Malaysia Funeral," THE M.ANCEUNIAN (Manchester) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 57 (Mar 16, 1965), 11. Recent negotiations between Indonesia and Malaysia were suspended following a Singapore bomb explosion which killed two girls and was thought to be the work of Indonesian saboteurs. Reasons for Indonesia's nos-tility are found in internal problems.


133. Willner, Ann B. "The View from Jakarta," THE ASIA REPORTER, 49 (Mar 15, 1965), 12-15. Map. Princeton political scientist suggests U.S. should try to see current Indonesian-Malaysia relations (including a guerrilla offensive by Indonesians vs. Malays) from Indonesian viewpoint. One factor is Indonesia's traditional fear of Malaysian rivalry and dominance.

See also items 10, 12-13, 23, 26, 31, 36, 108.

Nepal

See items 13, 26, 30.

Pakistan

See items 13, 26.

Philippines


See also items 10, 13, 23, 26, 36.
Thailand


137. "Mao's New Aggressive Spearhead in Southeast Asia is Against Thailand," Far East CHINA WEEKLY, 2 (Feb 21, 1965), 4. Recent "aggressive moves" by Communist China against Thailand are listed. Chinese foreign minister Chen Yi boasted that there would be a guerrilla war in Thailand by the end of 1965.

See also items 13, 24, 26, 36, 108.
Tibet


139. Patterson, George. "New Crisis in Tibet," FAR EAST COMINC REVIEW, 47 (Jan 28, 1964), 130-32. Author on Asian affairs and recent visitor among the Kamba guerrillas notes the resurgence of an anti-Chinese movement since end of the 1959 revolt. Kharbas receive recruitment-training aid from India and attack Chinese convoys to obtain arms.

Vietnam


Brenda, Robert G. "U.S. Watches Viet Cong for Signs of New Drive," Ill. (Boston) CHRISTIAN HERALD, Jan 27, 1965). BB. Washington wonders what is meant by increases of N. Vietnam and Viet Cong troops near Danang: new offensive vs. midsection of Vietnam; bait to lure Vietnamese troops from Saigon; or prelude to attack on U.S. air base.


152. Keatley, Robert. "Strikes in North Leave Basic Political, Military Problems Unresolved," THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, 165 (Feb 16, 1965), 1. H. Air strikes on N. Vietnam have not affected Saigon and provincial N. Vietnam. It is noted that the Viet Cong weapons supply is unimpaired and that agents prevent peasants from warning of VC attack preparations.

153. King, Seth. "Marines Take Up Posts in Danang," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 9, 1965). U.S. Marines have due in to defend the air base at Danang from Viet Cong guerrillas. Elsewhere in S. Vietnam, Viet Cong attacked a Special Forces Camp and a government outpost, for which operations casualties are reported.

154. Lansouth, Jack. "Air Strikes Spur Sainon's morale," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 7, 1965), 1. LT. According to the monthly review of the Vietnamese war put out by the U.S. Military Assistance Command, greater losses were inflicted on Communist guerrillas in February than were sustained by Kent forces.

155. Lansouth, Jack. "Four More Stations Added in Effort to Stop Vietcong Infiltration," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 11, 1965), 12. Investigations following terrorist attack at Pleiku, S. Vietnam, revealed a few more probabilities concerning Communist guerrilla troop numbers and materiel in that attack and another at Camp Holloway.
156. Lanseth, Jack. "May, Air Force Planes Hit Arms Depot 100 Miles From Hanoi," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 16, 1965), 1, 3. Part of this news report is U.S.-Vietnamese communiqué, in which a few effectiveness figures are given for Feb-Mar on Viet Cong road and rail sabotage and murder and kidnappings of Vietnamese village and provincial officials.


158. Lanseth, Jack. "Vietcong Forces Crush Red Attack," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 10, 1965), 3, 4. On Mar 9 guerrillas attacked a Special Forces base at Khanhac, 25 km NE of Saigon. 8. Vietnames and Americans were driven off with heavy losses. An excerpt from the diary of a dead guerrilla attests to low morale among the guerrilla troops.

159. Lanseth, Jack. "Vietcong Activity Off During Week," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 19, 1965), 6. Vietcong-initiated "incidents" have dropped from 12 to 8 per day. U.S.-Vietnamese air raids on village near Dangang has provided fodder for VC propaganda. Battalions of Communist regulars have moved near Dangang with a large motorized column.

160. Lanseth, Jack. "Vietcong Camp Tracked in Rain by Copter-Horse Troops," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Jan 28, 1965). 6. Navy commandos and U.S. advisers destroyed a deserted Viet Cong camp on Jan 27. They found and burned 23 thatched huts which may have housed over 100 insurgents.

162. Lanszeth, Jack. "Tate in Vietnam Costliest of War; 36 Americans Die," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Jan 14, 1965), 10. Very brief notation is made of U.S.-Vietnamese casualties for the second week in February of weapons presumably captured by the Viet Cong during clashes, and of Viet Cong use of junks for transportation.


165. Martin, (Lt Col) Donald, "Vietnam: The Difficult Years," AMERICAN VIEW, 16 (November 1965), 51-52. III. Guerrillas are winning the war despite small size of hard core Viet Cong organization and minor amount of money expenses. Advantages of insurmountable large enemy targets, sanctuaries, aid from other nations and effective supply methods.
Cartoonist Mauldin was visiting his son at Pleiku when Communist guerrillas attacked at 2 a.m. on Feb 7. The reactions of the soldiers under fire, as well as Mauldin's own reactions, are described. American casualties are noted. Guerrilla weapons are mentioned.


173. "Red Chinese Seized by Vietnamese Forces," FROM CHINA WEEKLY, 3 (Feb 26, 1965), 1. This is an itemization of weapons and other military supplies seized at a Viet Cong hideout in Vung Ro, N of Saigon, S. Vietnam. Labels on material indicated that it came from Hanoi, Peking, and Bulgaria.

174. "A Reply to the State Department's White Paper on Viet-Nam," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 7, 1965), Ed. Statistics on weapons and infiltrators sent from N. Vietnam into S. Vietnam are criticized in reprint from WAR IN VIETNAM WEEKLY; analysis shows State Dept claims to be poorly supported. A brief note of FLN arms in Algeria revolution is included.


177. "Reports on Enemy Casualties in the South," FBI DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb 19, 1965), JJJ7-5. "South Vietnam guerrillas killed and wounded more Americans last week--from 7 to 10 February--than in the first two years of the Vietnamese war." Hanoi VNA International Service broadcast in English note casualties in figures and weapons captured.


184. "Six-Day Battle at Linh Ha Ends in Defeat for Saigon," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Jan 15, 1965), 1. S. The Viet Cong stand at the Roman Catholic refugee town, including an ambush of Govt troops on Dec 31, took heavy toll of U.S. advisers and Vietnamese soldiers. A chronology of the battle is included.

Entries 186-190

186. "South Vietnam," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb 3, 1965), kkkk-5. In Jan 30-31 Liberation Radio (clandestine) broadcasts, the NLF and the Liberation Forces command recommended an emulation movement to bolster the 1965 campaign. There are scattered references to the nature of guerrilla war.


188. "South Vietnam," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Feb 26, 1965), kkkk-11. Hanoi broadcasts are concerned with the insurgent "education movement" in Binh Thuan Province and with a Viet Cong encounter with "enemy troops" in Bien Hoa Province, which turned out well for the Viet Cong.


190. "South Vietnam," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Mar 16, 1965), kkkk-10. In this compilation of Mar 9-16 broadcasts and press articles on Vietnam, it is noted that anti-U.S. leaflets were found circulating in Saigon and that the NLF Women's Union met and enumerated goals. See pp kkkk-5.
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191. "South Vietnam," FBI DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Mar 17, 1964), kkk4-7. See pp kkk4 for channel VNA international service broadcast on victorious Viet Cong attacks on Mar 5 and 7, for which U.S.-Vietnamese casualties and damages are reported.


194. "South Vietnam," FBI DAILY REPORT: Far East, (Apr 1, 1964), kkk1-7. See pp kkk6-7 for note of the arrival of new reinforcements at Binh Gia by the "seventh squad," a special unit of the Liberation Army, and for report of the decision of the NFLSV Central Committee to award medals to women for outstanding service in the "political struggle."

2-5 for an enumeration of Liberation Army attacks on U.S.-Vietnamese outposts, an ambush of "puppet soldiers," and casualties inflicted on U.S. Vietnamese troops.

State. The Communist victory at Hinh Gia, 40 miles southeast of Saigon, meant heavy casualties for Govt troops. Viet Cong guerrillas, numbering 1500, benefited from use of an underground tunnel complex.


Journalist briefly compares aspects of Saigon with aspects of the city during French occupation in the 1950's. Communist terrorism is less prevalent today than during the Indochina war.


203. Topping, Seymour. "Vietcong Outpost Faces New Peril," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 4, 1965), 13. Evidence found on a dead guerrilla indicates that the Viet Cong wants to orioneer artillery into the central highlands near the Laotian border.

204. Tracer, Frank L. "Vietnam: The Military Requirements for Victory," ORBI, 8 (Fall 1964), 567-58, Ford. New York Univ prof describes how he thinks U.S.-Vietnamese forces should counter three types of Communist threat in Vietnam. In the discussion he refers to insurgent organization, supply sources and routes, psyops, and resentments exploited by VC.

205. "Vietnamese Guard Gas Half-Strength When Red Struck," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Feb 8, 1965), 1, 14. Very brief account of the Viet Cong attack on the airfield and billets area at Pleiku includes casualties of government forces and description of damage to buildings.

207. "The White Ha.,..," The 're Republican, 152 (Mar 13, 1965), 5-7. According to this editorial, the U.S. State Dept's paper on Hanoi's part in the Vietnam war fails to prove its major contentions. It shows that "infiltrators" from N. Vietnam were mostly S. Vietnamese and implies that, by indirect means, Viet cong get most of their weapons from U.S. sources.

See also items 4, 12-14, 16, 19, 22, 24-25, 29-32, 36, 38, 41, 43-50, 52-63, 66-67, 108, 111.

Europe

Belgium

See items 3, 13.

Cyprus


See also items 13, 18, 35.

Denmark

See items 3, 13.

France

See items 3, 13.
Entries 210-211

Latin America

Argentina

See item 65.

Brazil


About forty guerrillas took part in raids on communities in Rio Grande do Sul State on Mar 26, the eve of the first anniversary of the coup in Apr 1964 which ousted Goulart from the presidency.

See also item 65.

British Guiana

See items 13, 14.

Chile

See items 13, 15.

Colombia

112. Williamson, Robert L. "Toward a Theory of Political Violence: The Case of Rural Colombia," *Western Political Quarterly*, 18 (Mar 1965), 35-44. Chronic civil war is attributed to separatism, institutional rigidities, poverty, hyper-reactionality. Author discusses individual roles in guerrilla groups and guerrillas' moral-bullying mystique.

See also items 13, 15, 223.

Cuba

213. Burks, David D. CUBAN CASTRO. New York: Foreign Policy Ass'n, 1964. 64pp. Ill., map, bibl. Al-744, 794v, 165. This is a summary of Castro's rise to power and subsequent economic and political problems and programs. Historical background to the revolution and aid to Castroites in Brazil and Venezuela are discussed.


215. Kurzman, Dan. "Nicaragua Closing Cuban Camps After Costa Rica Coup Plot," *The Washington (D.C.) Post* (Mar 17, 1965), All. training camps for Revolutionary Recovery Movement (RRM) were shut down after similar camps were closed in Costa Rica. The U.S. has cut off funds to RRM because of its ineffectiveness and suspicious kangaroo courts held in camps.

See also items 13, 15, 22.

Dominican Republic


Ecuador

218. "Weapons, Equipment Traced to Communist Group," FBI DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Mar 5, 1965), oppol. OJICSH. Weapons found on Feb 18 belonged to the Revolutionary Union of Ecuantrian Youth, said to be a Communist organization, led by Jaime and Marcelo Galarza Zavala. This is a very brief summary of a Lima AFP broadcast in Spanish (translated).

See also items 13, 15.
Guatemala

219. "Guatemala," FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Mar 19, 1967), nnnn!. OFLUSE. The revolutionary struggle is going well for armed groups throughout Guatemala according to this dispatch by a Prague correspondent broadcast over Havana PRONSA LAINA on Mar 18.

See also items 13, 15.

Panama

220. "Terrorists Thought Behind Arson Incidents." FBIS DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Feb 18, 1967), nnnn!. Recent fires in housing units in Panama are thought by the National Investigation Department to be the work of trained terrorists. This is a brief summary of a broadcast over Panama City Radio Network on Feb 17.
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Peru

Communists have announced the start of a guerrilla offensive, led by lawyer Luis de la Puente Vaca, in La Convención zone of southeastern Peru. According to police, the announcement is a propaganda maneuver to justify funds from Havana and Peking.

See also item 223.

Venezuela


225. "Venezuela," FBI DAILY REPORT: Latin America, (Mar 18, 1967), vvvv. CCLUSE. On Mar 17 guerrillas attacked and briefly held two towns in two different states in northern Venezuela. A govt official attributed the attacks to guerrillas' need for publicity following govt military operations in Falcon State.

See also items 13, 15

Middle East

Iran

See items 13, 18.

Iraq

See items 13, 18.

226. Schmidt, Dana Diana. "Kurds Expect Iraqis to Resume War in Spring," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Apr 1, 1967). After buildup of Iraqi troops in northern Iraq, horsemen attack on Kurdish-controlled areas in spring, according to Kurdish leaders. Kurds have established de facto autonomous political organization in these areas.

See also items 13, 18.
Entries 227-229

Israel

227. Geyelin, Philip. "U.S. Authorities Fear Arab 'Liberation' War May Threaten Israel," THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, 165 (Mar 16, 1965), 1, 10. JOURNAL reporter summarizes speculations of "Middle East authorities" concerning the likelihood of war against Israel initiated indirectly by Cairo in the name of Arab "exiles" from Israel.


See also items 13, 18.

Jordan

See items 13, 18.

Syria

See items 13, 18.

Yemen

229. "Former U.K. Intelligence Employee Joins Front," FBI DAILY REPORT: Middle East, Africa & West Europe, (Feb 12, 1965), 11. Capt Muhammad Abdallah (Hubayshi) joined the National Liberation Front for occupied Yemeni south; he supplied these insurgents with information about the British intelligence in Aden. Article is text of Sana Domestic Serv broadcast.
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230. Smith, Heirick. "Yemeni Royalists Seize Stronghold," THE NEW YORK TIMES, 114 (Mar 25, 1967). Royalist and republican casualties incurred during the royalist seizure of Harib, a republican stronghold, are noted in this very brief news article.

North America

United States

See items 3, 13.
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